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John Marinello’s new book “Son of a Musician” shares the evoking journey of
a young boy whose dream was to become a successful stock car driver

Recent release “Son of a Musician” from Page Publishing author John Marinello is a touching
novel about a young lad’s path to fulfilling his dream of becoming a stock car driver.

ROCK HILL, N.Y. (PRWEB) March 16, 2021 -- John Marinello has completed his new book “Son of a
Musician”: an awe-inspiring story about a small-town boy and his unwavering dedication to attain his goal of
becoming a stock car driver and ultimately achieving it.

John writes, “We all have our dreams. We all want to be someone or something special in our lives.

In this book, you will read about a small-town boy who wanted nothing more than to become a stock car driver
and, as a fifteen-year-old teenager, became one. I hope you will enjoy this book.”

Published by Page Publishing, John Marinello’s riveting tale is a testament to the power of hope, hard work,
and faith that brings aspirations to fruition.

This book reveals how personal dedication, love, and belief can create a bridge toward success and purpose in
life.

Readers who wish to experience this gripping work can purchase “Son of a Musician” at bookstores
everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes Store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional, full-service publishing house that handles all the intricacies involved in
publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty generation.
Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create, not mired in logistics like eBook conversion,
establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes, and so on. Page’s accomplished writers and
publishing professionals allow authors to leave behind these complex and time-consuming issues and focus on
their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Page Publishing Media Department
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
1-866-315-2708

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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